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Section 1. Introduction and purpose of the research -- section 2. Development of the fact sheets -- section 3. How to use the handbook, fact sheets, and AirportGEAR -- section 4. Greenhouse gas accounting
principles and other considerations -- appendix A. Fact sheets -- appendix B. AirportGEAR user's manual -- appendix C. Awareness presentation.
The proper understanding and managing of project risks and uncertainties is crucial to any organization. It is of paramount importance at all phases of project development and execution to avoid poor project
results from meager economics, overspending, reputation and environmental damage, and even loss of life. The Handbook of Research on Leveraging Risk and Uncertainties for Effective Project
Management is a comprehensive reference source for emerging perspectives of managing risks associated with the execution and development of projects. Highlighting innovative coverage written by top
industry specialists, such as complexity theory, psychological bias and risk management fallacies, probabilistic risk analysis, and various aspects of project decision making, this book is ideally designed for
project and risk managers, project engineers, cost estimators, schedulers, safety and environmental protection specialists, corporate planners, financial and insurance specialists, corporate decision makers,
as well as academics and lecturers working in the area of project management and students pursing PMP, PMI-RMP, ISO 31000, etc. certification.
An insider's look at the complex, inspiring and surprisingly entertaining world of international negotiations, technology and diplomacy relating to the carbon industry, environmental management and climate
mitigation. Carbon Play follows Robert Falls's unique and extraordinary journey in the worlds of academia, politics and corporate "big energy." With a career that began in marine biology and fisheries
management, Robert became a respected environmental professional dealing with national energy and climate policies, frequently meeting with renowned thinkers such as Freeman Dyson, Arthur C. Clarke,
David Suzuki, Patrick Moore and Al Gore in a quest to deal with the gaping chasms between climate science, political governance and global energy interests. From his position at the crossroads of science,
the energy industry, the environmental movement, government policy, and carbon trading, Robert Falls has written 15 entertaining and enlightening stories that will be enjoyed by those with an interest in the
environment who seek fresh perspectives and insights not normally found in books dealing with climate change or environmental issues.
This book provides a detailed look at REDD+ business case studies and best practice and highlights the future of REDD+ in providing a promising mechanism for financing forest conservation while
increasing the sustainability and profitability of forward-thinking companies. How can sustainability leaders reverse tropical deforestation? What exactly are payment for ecosystem service forest conservation
projects, otherwise known as Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD+), and how can these projects contribute to business sustainability and profitability? Tropical forests are quickly
disappearing – at a rate of nearly one football or soccer field every few seconds. REDD+ simultaneously offers a scalable conservation finance mechanism and a platform for business sustainability. This book
focuses on the nexus between tropical forest conservation projects and the sustainability practices of major global businesses. This book contextualizes the issues, defines REDD+ and focuses on its
significance to business sustainability including: the role of REDD+ in mitigating global greenhouse gas emissions while reducing business risk to a changing climate; as part of a firm’s philanthropic work; a
mechanism to increase consumer loyalty; benefitting upstream local communities and ecosystem services; enhancing corporate social responsibility image and upholding corporate principles; and providing
unique marketing opportunities and product positioning through private-sector support of charismatic REDD+ projects.
Social Care Management, Strategy and Business Planning is a comprehensive guide to strategic social care management, covering all the knowledge and skills that managers in the 21st century must have,
and showing how to make theory a practical reality. The book aims to make business planning a more accessible and user-friendly process, offering practical advice on how to tackle the everyday tasks which
good social care management should involve. Topics covered include strategic planning, business development, commissioning and contracting, project management, decision-making, risk, and evaluation
techniques. The book also acknowledges the challenges of working collaboratively within a complex legislative and policy framework and juggling different aspects of the management tasks whilst retaining
professional identities and ethics. Also included are practical examples and lively tips and comments from practising managers on their experiences in different areas of business planning. This book will be
essential reading for anyone involved in managing or leading practice either in the front line or at a more strategic level. It will be useful to post-qualifying social work students and is particularly valuable to
anyone following a management training programme.
GREENHOUSE GARDENING is actually the next level of gardening. You can ignore and evade almost all the season changes and weather conditions all year round. GREENHOUSES may be used to
overcome shortcomings in the growing qualities of a piece of land, such as a short growing season or poor light levels, and they can thereby improve food production in marginal environments. Plus you don’t
have to worry about the mix of plants as you are not planting directly onto your garden soil. Also, you can mix both indoor plants and outdoor plants without much restrictions with GREENHOUSE
GARDENING. If you are a person who prefer unique stuffs, you can always build a greenhouse according to your preference. The truth is, building your own greenhouse is much easier than building a pond
or a patio deck. You can customize the size, number of doors, position of gardening tools storage, placement of plants and many more. This advanced form of gardening is actually worth the money due to
the numerous benefits that it offers. Bring your gardening to the whole new level, start GREENHOUSE GARDENING today with the help of this unique COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE FOR GREENHOUSE and
enjoy your high level of gardening.
Business Strategies for Sustainability brings together important research contributions that demonstrate different approaches to business strategies for sustainability. Many corporate initiatives toward what
firms perceive to be sustainability are simply efficiency drives or competitive moves – falling far short of actual strategies for ecological sustainability. To suggest true ecological sustainability strategies, this
new research anthology adopts an interdisciplinary, or transdisciplinary, approach to discern what business strategies might look like if they were underpinned by environmental and ecological science. The 23
chapters in this anthology reflect five main topic sections: (a) delineating sustainability challenges and visions; (b) contradiction, integration and transformation of business and sustainability logics; (c)
innovating and developing strategic capabilities for sustainability; (d) assessing and valuing sustainability; and (e) toward multi-level engagement and collaboration.
This book introduces the issues and problems that arise when implementing smart energy management for sustainable manufacturing in the automotive manufacturing industry and the analytical tools and
applications to deal with them. It uses a number of illustrative examples to explain energy management in automotive manufacturing, which involves most types of manufacturing technology and various levels
of energy consumption. It demonstrates how analytical tools can help improve energy management processes, including forecasting, consumption, and performance analysis, emerging new technology
identification as well as investment decisions for establishing smart energy consumption practices. It also details practical energy management systems, making it a valuable resource for professionals
involved in real energy management processes, and allowing readers to implement the procedures and applications presented.
Greenhouse Gas Control TechnologiesProceedings of the 5th International Conference on Greenhouse Gas Control TechnologiesCSIRO PUBLISHING
The control of greenhouse gas emissions continues to be a major global problem. It is inter-disciplinary, both in substance and approach, and covers technical, political and economic issues involving
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governments, industry and the scientific community. These proceedings contain 220 papers presented at the 5th International Conference on Greenhouse Gas Control Technologies (GHGT-5) held in August
2000 at Cairns, Queensland, Australia. The papers cover the capture of carbon dioxide, geological storage of carbon dioxide, ocean storage of carbon dioxide, storage of carbon dioxide with enhanced
hydrocarbon recovery, utilisation of carbon dioxide, other greenhouse gases, fuel cells, alternative energy carriers, energy efficiency, life cycle assessments and energy modelling, economics, international
and national policy, trading and accounting policy, social and community issues, and reducing emission from industry and power generation.

The current economic and environmental situation poses fundamental questions that this book aims to answer: Under which conditions could a market-based approach
contribute to a decrease in emissions? How are abatement and investment strategies generated or promoted under permit regimes like the European Union Emission Trading
Scheme (EU ETS)? In the context of the EU ETS, what is the trade-off between production, technological changes and pollution? This book is intended to provide students and
practitioners the knowledge and theoretical tools they need in order to answer these and other more general questions in the context of so-called environmental finance theory, a
new field of research that investigates the economic, financial and managerial impacts of market-based environmental policies.
This book examines complex challenges in managing major strategic economic and social infrastructure projects. It is divided into four primary themes: value-based approach to
infrastructure systems appraisal, enabling planning and execution, financing and contracting strategies for infrastructure systems and digitising major infrastructure delivery.
Within these four themes, the chapters of the book cover: the value and benefits of infrastructure projects planning for resilient major infrastructure projects sustainable major
infrastructure development and management, including during mega events improving infrastructure project financing stakeholder engagement and multi-partner collaborations
delivering major infrastructure projects effectively and efficiently whole-life-cycle performance, operations and maintenance relationship risks on major infrastructure projects
public-private partnerships, design thinking principles, and innovation and technology. By drawing on insights from their research, the editors and contributors bring a fresh
perspective to the transformation of major strategic infrastructure projects. This text is designed to help policymakers and investors select and prioritise their infrastructure needs
beyond the constraining logic of political cycles. It offers a practical set of recommendations for governments on attracting private capital for infrastructure projects while creating
clear social and economic value for their citizens. Through theoretical underpinning, empirical data and in-depth informative global case studies, the book presents an essential
resource for students, researchers, practitioners and policymakers interested in all aspects of strategic infrastructure planning, project management, construction management,
engineering and business management.
Science and Business of Carbon Forestry is a comprehensive guide on biodiversity, conservation and development, and regulation-related issues relevant to forests. It gives
detailed guidance on the development, marketing, and financials related to projects in the forestry sector, with a focus on addressing problems related to climate change and
forestry. Drawing on a wealth of information from studies across the globe, this book has been authored by a multi-sectoral team of practitioners, academics, economists, and
other social/technical experts experienced in carbon markets, climate protection, forestry, project development, and environmental law. The book will serve the needs of various
departments and agencies of relevant forest, agriculture, and horticulture departments, and related governmental organizations and non-governmental organizations.
Researchers involved in product development are expected to create a final product which is market ready. For products developed through a partnership between universities
and commercial organizations, the technology transfer process is a fundamental bringing the final product into the market. One aspect of this process is the concept of intellectual
property – the right of ownership to innovative ideas that drive product development. Ideas, being intangible, are distinct from products and these can be patented to control their
commercial usage. This manual is a primer on intellectual property regulation and technology transfer between university and industrial organizations. This book is concise
reference for students, researchers, professors and anyone who is creating or developing products and learning the basics of the technology transfer process. The book also
serves as a resource for technicians who want to learn more about how ideas are commercialized and protected in markets.
As the current economic crisis spreads around the globe questions are being asked about what king of capitalist or post-capitalist economy will follow. There is increasing talk of
the need for stringent economic regulation, the need to temper greed and individualism, to make the economy work for human and social development. The search is on for a
kinder, greener, less unequal and more redistributive economy. This transitional moment, with its pointed questions about the economy to come, provides an opportunity to
assess the role and potential of the 'social economy', that is, economic activity in between market and state oriented towards meeting social needs. Until a decade ago, the term
was used mainly by the fringe to describe the 'alternative economy'. Typically, organisations providing affordable child-care to low-wage families in a poor neighbourhood, or
those making goods from recycled materials for low-income households, were considered to be residual or marginal to a mainstream dominated by markets and states. In the last
decade, expectation in both the developed and developing world has changed in quite radical ways. Mainstream opinion is starting to see the social economy as a source of
building social capabilities as well as developing new markets in welfare provision. Policymakers around the world have begun to support the social economy, and increasingly on
business grounds, jostling with traditional interest on the fringe in the sector as a moral and social alternative to the capitalist economy. It is precisely this emerging but disputed
centrality of the social economy that makes this book so timely. The book positions the social economy conceptually and normatively with the help of case evidence from a
number of developed and developing countries. Uniquely, it brings together in English the work of leading scholars of the social economy who are also actively engaged in
national and international policy formulation. Although it argues a case for seeing the social economy as distinctive from the state and market in terms of aims, values, and actors,
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it also notes many overlaps and complementarities once the economy is conceptualised as a plural entity responding to needs in diverse organisational combinations. The book
also shows that expectations - social and economic - cannot be divorced from local institutional and historical circumstances and legacies. Accordingly, while certain generic
policy principles can be shared internationally, interventions on the ground cannot ignore the demands of situated practice and legacy.
Project management tools can be used as an alternative to improve and strengthen a company’s position in the market. However, the management of projects has been in
constant transformation. Elements such as time, cost, and scope, on which it is based, have been complemented with other trends, such as the project team, change
management, knowledge management, good negotiation practices, management of stakeholders, sustainability, etc. In order to improve the competitiveness of their company
and increase earned value, managers must remain up to date on these latest transformations and best practices. The Handbook of Research on Project Management Strategies
and Tools for Organizational Success is a pivotal reference source that analyzes and disseminates new trends that will allow managers to improve their skills and strengthen the
performance of their companies through obtaining better results in the projects undertaken. While highlighting topics such as market growth, risk management, and value
creation, this book is ideally designed for project managers, managers, business professionals, entrepreneurs, academicians, researchers, and students seeking current research
on improving the competitiveness of companies as well as increasing their earned value.
This book offers 32 texts and case studies from across a wide range of business sectors around a managerial framework for Sustainable Business. The case studies are
developed for and tested in executive education programmes at leading business schools. The book is based on the premise that the key for managing the sustainable business
is finding the right balance over time between managing competitiveness and profitability AND managing the context of the business with its political, social and ecological risks
and opportunities. In that way, a sustainable business is highly responsive to the demands and challenges from both markets and societies and managers embrace the
complexity, ambivalence and uncertainty that goes along with this approach. The book presents a framework that facilitates the adoption of best business practice. This
framework leads executives through a systematic approach of strategic analysis and business planning in risk management, issues management, stakeholder management,
sustainable business development and strategic differentiation, business model innovation and developing dynamic capabilities. The approach helps broaden the understanding
of what sustainable performance means, by protecting business value against sustainability risks and creating business value from sustainability opportunities.
Many farmers in sub-Saharan Africa suffer heavily from crop losses due to stem borer pests. Insecticides are often unaffordable; therefore, maize plants must be made resistant
to pests. The 'Insect Resistant Maize for Africa' (IRMA) project in Kenya was aimed at developing new maize varieties both by conventional methods and by biotechnologically
incorporating the endotoxin produced by the soil bacteriumBacillus thuringiensis. The author gives an impartial and chronological account of this exemplary project between 1999
and 2008, supplemented by discussions of agricultural development policy and descriptions of Kenyan smallholders and the project team. He also takes critical and rational
positions on the use of modern plant breeding techniques, biotechnology and development policy.
Taking as an example the Clinton health care reform initiative, the authors show how a policy that aimed to please everyone ended by satisfying no one due to pressure groups,
political gamesmanship and the inertia of the American 'system'.
This is a "How to" book for operating a successful hydroponics greenhouse business. This book is an invaluable guide for those who are embarking on such an endeavor as a
business. There are many generic books about starting a business. However, there are special considerations related to starting a greenhouse business that you will not find in
any other book. No book currently exists from a business perspective that is as complete and practical as this book. Inside this book you will also find many tips on successful
growing and daily operations of a greenhouse. This book is unique in providing both a business and operational perspective.Many who attempt this type of venture have only
farming experience or only business experience. To operate a successful hydroponics greenhouse business you need both. The two primary partners of the venture discussed in
the book were the ideal team. They understood that it is equally important to make good decisions on the business side and the operational side. The book does not leave out
any pertinent decision that needs to be made from start to finish of the project. The book covers topics at a level of detail that will enable the reader to make good decisions.
Topics discussed in the book are: Selecting and Securing the SiteSelecting and Constructing the GreenhouseSelecting Key Components, Structures and EquipmentFunding the
Greenhouse ProjectOrganizational ConsiderationsPreparing the Business Plan and Annual BudgetsPreparing for the First Planting SeasonDaily Operations of the
GreenhouseRepairs, Maintenance and SuppliesExit Plan for the Greenhouse ProjectRead this book first to help make key decisions before you begin any planning and start-up
activities. Because of competition in this industry, profit margins are slim. Poor decisions could easily lead to unprofitable operating results that jeopardize the success of the
project
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twicemonthly publication, focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
A resource for information executives, the online version of CIO offers executive programs, research centers, general discussion forums, online information technology links, and reports on information
technology issues.
A hands-on resource that shows nonprofits how to adopt entrepreneurial behaviors and techniques The rising spirit of social entrepreneurship has created all kinds of new opportunities for nonprofit
organizations. But at the same time, many are discovering more than their share of challenges as well. This essential book will help anyone in the field gain the necessary skills to meet these challenges.
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Written by the leading thinkers and practitioners in the field, Enterprising Nonprofits offers concise and engaging explanations of the most successful business tools being used by nonprofits today. The
authors clearly describe all the concepts so you'll be able to embrace the methods of social enterprise for your organization. With this book, you'll learn how to use practical business techniques to dramatically
improve the performance of your nonprofit. Praise for Enterprising Nonprofits "I can't imagine a better team to bring powerful insights and practical guidance to social entrepreneurs. Readers will be inspired
by the examples, and then they will roll up their sleeves to apply the many useful management tools in this engaging book."-Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Harvard Business School, Author of Evolve!: Succeeding
in the Digital Culture of Tomorrow "In one book, Enterprising Nonprofits does for social entrepreneurs what countless volumes have done for entrepreneurs in the business sector. A wonderful mixture of
analysis, practical advice, and inspiration."-Paul Brest, President, William and Flora Hewlett Foundation All of the royalties from this book will be used by the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation to support
continuing work on social entrepreneurship.
Push past resistance to discover and own new business territories Think Like a Futurist shows how to track changes, explore questions, and engage in new thinking that connects today's pressures with
tomorrow's realities. Cecily Sommers shows how to apply long-term focus and strategies to needs as diverse as industry forecasts, innovation challenges, leadership development, or future-proofing a brand.
By understanding intersecting potentials that one day may impact your organization, you can readily spot emerging trends and market shifts, uncovering opportunities on the horizon. Think Like a Futurist
explores such questions as: Where will new markets emerge over the next 5-10-25 years? What will be the big issues of the day? How will lifestyle, social mores, and policy adapt? And what role do we play
in that future? Offers a clear framework for thinking like a futurist, and direction for how to integrate it in high-pressure corporate environments Explains how the social, economic, and environmental crises of
our time spring from just four constant and predictable forces Reveals the three dramatic disruptions on the horizon that should be a part of every strategic conversation Written by Cecily Sommers the
Founder and President of The Push Institute, a non-profit think tank that tracks significant global trends and their implications for business, government, and non-profit. Filled with tools and models for a new
world, this book should be required reading for strategists and innovators across disciplines. "Refreshing. A book that does not follow today’s push to be ‘innovative’ just to snag attention because of the
current hot trending keyword. Matter of fact, Cecily Sommers’ book works to get us away from simply identifying and going for a ride on the latest trend(s) in our respective industries. Quite the contrary,
rather than avoid a scientific or tactical discussion of trend identification, she works to give us the ability to go beyond trends and into the future. Cecily has drafted a book providing a nice blend of practical
reality, philosophy, and practical execution. It speaks well to current discussions about how to drive ‘innovation’ or, better, creativity within your businesses—however large or small. All in, this is a book 254
pages long, including index, that is written at a practical level that, after closer study following an initial read-through, provides a methodology for anticipating the future and taking action to meet it. Provides a
methodology for anticipating the future and taking action to meet it. Think Like a Futurist is a good read for anyone struggling with how to move their organization forward. Business leaders, product and
program managers, service providers will all find the concepts Cecily introduces to be well laid-out with a reasonable amount of supporting content."—The source is a blog:
http://jtpedersen.net/2012/11/15/what-ive-read-lately-think-like-a-futurist/
Business Plans Handbooks are collections of actual business plans compiled by entrepreneurs seeking funding for small businesses throughout North America. For those looking for examples of how to
approach, structure and compose their own business plans, this Handbook presents sample plans taken from businesses in the Accounting industry -- only the company names and addresses have been
changed. Typical business plans include type of business; statement of purpose; executive summary; business/industry description; market; product and production; management/personnel; and, financial
specifics.
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